FrieslandCampina is one of the world’s five largest dairy companies. FrieslandCampina supplies consumer products such as dairy-based beverages, infant & toddler nutrition, cheese and desserts in many European countries and in Asia and Africa. Products such as cream and butter are also supplied to professional customers including bakeries and food-service companies. FrieslandCampina also produces ingredients and half-finished products for manufacturers of infant & toddler nutrition, the food industry and the pharmaceutical sector around the world.

Senior Specification Data Specialist
(6 month – 12 month assignment based in Singapore)

Responsibilities

The Senior Specification Data Specialist will support the deployment of a global specification system by collecting, reviewing, and logging the technical information for several specifications like raw material and finished product to ultimately be transferred into a centrally located database. He/She will lead and coordinate activities in a team of Data specialists and work closely with the Project Manager to analyze and escalate data gaps.

Job Description

- **Lead and coordinate** data management activities within a team
- **Collect** specification related technical information for raw material and finished products from current specification systems in various local operations
- **Review** these technical information according to specification requirements defined by R&D
- **Log** the technical information for specification onto specification templates to have them ready for upload to company database
- **Improve** the technical information in the templates based on feedback of the database specialists
- **Visit** operations when needed to retrieve technical information that is only available in local system
- **Reach out** to local R&D and quality functions through phone or email for clarifying data gaps or navigating around local systems
- **Manage** own assignment on time in full with minimal supervision
- **Work** in a data specification team and **contribute** to continuous improvement to the workflow and the process

Qualification

- Bachelor or equivalent level in food science, chemistry, and other life science field is preferred, experience in R&D specification is a plus but not required
- About 1-2 years of experience in related field
- Detail oriented, enjoy working on data, good Excel and computer operating skills
- Fluent in English with excellent spoken and written skills. Additional language skills in Thai, Bahasa Indonesia would be desired.
- Able to travel alone to SEA countries and work with local teams for a couple of weeks at a time
- Open minded, self-motivated, eager to learn, and not afraid of dealing with difference and meeting new people
- Good verbal and written communication skills and drive for results and clarity
- Able to commit for a 6 month assignment and potentially extend to one year contract

To Apply

- Suitably qualified candidates are invited to email with detailed resume, stating current and expected salaries to **venice.sia@frieslandcampina.com**